
https://www.darkjedibrotherhood.com/members/16253/snapshots/3593/6258 - Zuza’s snapshot
for reference.

1) Zuza’s plan to defeat!
Facing a force user usually means that distance is preferable. Also moving around and not
getting caught with her back turned. So her plan would be to remain as sneaky as possible, and
engage with her blaster rifle while on the move. By doing this, she can wear her opponent down
before engaging in lightsaber vs lightsaber combat. Between the Keen Eye feat, and her +2 to
perception, and a +3 to blaster skill (And the Run and Gun feat), she could keep this going until
she got spotted with relative ease should the sneaky tactic not also be used by Ria’d.
Once engaged with sabers, her plan would be instinctive moves to play dirty and gain any
advantage possible, using his weight and defensive tactics against him.

2) Ria’d’s plan!
As is his nature, Ria’d would remain defensive, using Barrier to prevent any blaster rounds from
reaching him initially. Once it is clear that his opponent is using blasters, he would likely set up
his ricochet discs to discourage the continuation of that weapon and take away the advantage of
that. From there, engaging in melee combat and using his defensive techniques would be his
preferred method of fighting. To outlast his opponent so she is exhausted and take her down
with as limited damage to her as possible. Through his stamina of +3, and +2 resolve, and
medium armour, he could maintain a fight for an extended period of time without taking any
injuries that would be debilitating in the moment.

3) The reality of the battle.
Ultimately, it is likely that Ria’d would win out, after some time. Zuza’s sneaky tactic would only
be useful for a short period, as his perception is +1 higher than hers. He would spot her and
once they were engaged it would be her bladed skill and dirty tactics versus his defensively
inclined primary lightsaber form. After a reasonably lengthy battle, Zuza would tire out before
Ria’d, and be vulnerable to being taken down through his Sleeping Rancor and sliding hands
martial techniques. Her attempts to use his weight against him would be just as liable to end up
with her being pulled into some form of lock.
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